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Seismic hazard due to fluid injections
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Earthquakes can be induced by natural and anthropogenic processes involving the injection or migration of
fluids within rock formations. A variety of field observations has led to the formulation of three different and
apparently contradicting paradigms in the estimation of the seismic hazard associated with fluid injections. We
introduce a unified conceptual model accounting for the nonhomogeneous pore-pressure stimulation caused by
fluid injection in a prestressed region, to prove how all three paradigms can naturally coexist. Within our model
framework the loading history, accounting for both the fluid injections and natural tectonic loading, together
with the heterogeneity of the host medium determine which of the three paradigms prevails at a given time.
We identify a superposition of two populations of events triggered at different local stress levels with different
Gutenberg-Richter b values. Our findings suggest that both the observed diversity of b values across different
fluid-induced settings and the dominating hazard paradigm are a consequence of such a superposition leading to
an effective b value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Variations in pore pressure due to fluid invasion in stressed
materials can activate processes of mechanical failure, such
as the initiation, propagation, and coalescence of fractures or
the slip of frictional surfaces in prefractured faults [1–3]. This
phenomenon accounts for (micro-)seismic activity recorded
in natural and stimulated geothermal systems [enhanced
geothermal system (EGS)] [4–8], during hydraulic fractur-
ing (HF) operations [9–11], and following the underground
disposal of wastewater [12]. Conceptual models explain how
failure can be induced by variations in the applied stress ten-
sor and pore pressure stimulated by highly pressurized fluid
injection [13–16]. The typical magnitudes of fluid-induced
seismicity are low (magnitudes m � 0), which is often chal-
lenging to detect on the surface and well below the threshold
for being felt [17]. However, in some rare cases these pro-
cesses can activate nearby faults and trigger stronger events
[18–20]. One of the most remarkable and intriguing features
of fluid-induced seismicity is a high diversity in the b value
defining the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) distribution:

pdf(m)dm = 1

b ln 10
10−b(m−mc )dm, (1)
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for seismic events with magnitudes m above the magnitude of
completeness mc of a given seismic catalog (where pdf is the
probability density function). While tectonic processes render
b ∼ 1 with some variability across different settings [21–25],
the distribution of m in fluid-induced seismicity is compatible
with a wide spectrum of b values ranging from significantly
less than 1 to much larger than 2 for different areas and/or
time periods [26,27]. This together with other field observa-
tions such as the spatiotemporal evolution of seismic activity
around the stimulation front, a lack of large-magnitude events,
and dependencies of event sizes on the cumulative volume
of injected fluid over time V (t ) has led to three different
and apparently contradictory paradigms in the estimation of
the seismic hazard associated with fluid injections [28], as
summarized in Fig. 1:

(a) Paradigm A. Based on observations [26,29] and energy
balance assumptions [30,31], A-type hazard models link fluid-
induced seismicity to the activation of small fractures inside
the stimulated reservoir. Microseismic events are contained
within the stimulated area and occur upon the activation of
inactive preexisting fractures (see top panel of Fig. 1), which
partially determine a time-independent distribution of magni-
tudes or seismic moments [26,32]. The number of susceptible
fractures and the probability of activation are proportional to
the injected volume [26,30,32,33] or implicitly constrained
by the energy supplied [31] and locally increase with pore
pressure [26]. All A-type hazard models commonly assume
a stationary GR distribution. Hence the number of fractures
above a magnitude m0 as a function of injected volume over
time V (t ) reads

N>m0 (t ) = 10�V (t )P(m > m0), (2)
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the physics behind the three
hazard-model paradigms (paradigms A–C). Blue areas represent the
expanding stimulated area. Gray patches are inactive preexisting
fractures, while red patches represent wet fractures activated by
changes in pore pressure.

where the cumulative magnitude distribution P(m > m0) =
10−b(m0−mc ) is stationary. The seismogenic index � com-
pletely determines the hazard rates and is observed to be
constant over time in several HF and EGS operations [32].
The maximum magnitude in a sequence of seismic events is
determined by record statistics, and its expected value can
be estimated by inverting N>m0 (t ) = 1. Other models within
the same paradigm impose constraints on the supplied energy,
giving rise to time dependencies (but not magnitude depen-
dencies) of � [31].

(b) Paradigm B. Other field studies [34,35] have revealed
a dependence between the possible event magnitudes and
injected volumes. B-type hazard models interpret this obser-
vation as follows. Dynamic or preexisting fractures have a
typical GR distribution with low b values; that is, large events
are statistically relevant. However, fractures are constrained
in size to fit within the stimulated area (see middle panel
of Fig. 1); that is, there exists a maximum fracture area that
increases over time in proportion to the total volume injected,
resulting in a GR distribution with a cutoff for large m [28].
The effective seismogenic index � is magnitude dependent
in this case and evolves over time in a nonscaling relation
with m0. In particular, considering the b value fitted from
the preceding activity, � underestimates the hazard of large
earthquakes at long times and, having otherwise access to
the b value at later times or considering just small events,
overestimates the hazard at early times [34]. This is caused
by the existence of a characteristic size m∗(V ) ∼ η logV with

a scaling exponent η that determines the seismic hazard and
the maximum magnitude instead of the b value. Large fluid-
induced seismic events in HF and EGS operations are often
better described within this paradigm [34].

(c) Paradigm C. Some seismic activity is triggered, rather
than induced, by fluid injections, meaning that natural (tec-
tonic) activity is simply accelerated [36]. C-type hazard
models consider those events to be indistinguishable from tec-
tonic earthquakes, which means that they can expand without
any constraint imposed by the size of the stimulated area (see
bottom panel of Fig. 1). The hazard assessment is based on the
(tectonic) GR distribution (1) determined by the tectonic set-
ting [37]. The injected volume only controls the total number
of earthquakes rather than the total seismic moment, following
the same arguments provided in Ref. [26]. The expected max-
imum magnitude is again determined by record statistics of
a stationary distribution but with b values typical for tectonic
events, which are usually lower than for induced seismicity.

While all three modeling paradigms have proven useful to
assess the seismic hazard in specific case studies, their predic-
tions are diametrically opposed. In particular, it has remained
unclear why one paradigm should prevail over another one in
a given situation. Here, we tackle this question from a concep-
tual microscopic model perspective. Specifically, to establish
how these hazard paradigms can arise from the underlying
dynamics, we focus on the potential role of interactions in-
volving fluid dynamics and fractures and introduce a minimal
dynamical model of stick-slip micromechanics as the source
of the fractures, which is driven by the injected fluid. We find
that our conceptual model can reproduce the main observed
features of fluid-induced seismicity with respect to the associ-
ated seismic hazard (paradigms A–C), including the diversity
in the b value. In particular, it contrasts the effect of two differ-
ent event populations—one arising in (locally) predominantly
low-stress situations or in a highly heterogeneous medium and
the other one arising in (locally) predominantly high-stress
situations or in a more homogeneous medium—and sheds
light on their interplay.

II. MODEL

Geomechanical fracture processes can be simplified as a
one-dimensional Mohr-Coulomb problem [38]. Each repre-
sentative volume element (RVE) of the material at position
r is mechanically unstable when the minimum principal stress
τs,r surpasses a stability limit:

τs,r � τc,r + μr (p0,r − pp,r ), (3)

where τc,r is the minimum cohesive force needed to fracture
the material, μr is the static friction coefficient, p0,r is the
local normal stress, equal to the confining pressure under the
assumed conditions over the RVE, and pp,r is the internal
pore pressure due to the presence of fluids. Given a fixed
hydrostatic pressure and cohesive force, failure can occur by
either an increase in the anisotropy of the applied forces and,
hence, in τs,r (also known as dry fracture [18]) or an increase
in the pore pressure pp,r caused by internal fluid dynamics
(wet fracture) [39] such as the injection of a fluid α in a
region saturated with a fluid β. A fracture initiated at r can
propagate and grow through internal interactions. The local
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stress �τs,r is released and (partially) distributed to other
RVEs at r′: τs,r′ → τs,r′ + a(r − r′)�τs,r , where a(r − r′) is
a factor depending on the interactions and dissipation.

Our model represents the RVE as point sites (i, j, ...) in a
two-dimensional (2D) square lattice. The evolution of the pp

profile is implemented as a generalized fluid model with a tun-
able pressure-gradient profile, which allows us to incorporate
both point diffusion and invasion percolation—two scenarios
typically considered [9,40]—as end members such that our
model provides a unified description of fluid invasion.

A. Pore-pressure stimulation model

Each RVE contains either a reservoir fluid β (pp,β = 0) or
invasion fluid α with concentrations 0 or 1. A local resistance
to flow νi, j , accounting for capillarity and poromechanics at
the invading front, links each neighboring site i, j. In this
case, we choose νi, j to be stationary in time, uncorrelated
and uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Assuming that the
fluid α is incompressible and the injection rate at the point
source is constant, at each time step the fluid α displaces the
fluid β in a site j by invasion from a neighboring site i and
increases the volume V of fluid α by one unit. The invaded site
is selected from the highest value pp,i − pp, j + νi, j of all {i, j}
pairs in the fluid interface. The shape of the invading front is
controlled by the constant pressure pp,min > 0 at the longest
path length lM from the injection site to the interface. The
pressure profile in α is modeled as an exponential decay from
1 to pp,min as a function of path length l from the injection
site:

pp,α (l ) = pl/lM
p,min. (4)

The parameter pp,min not only determines the minimum pore
pressure at invaded sites but also is one of the key parameters
in our conceptual model. In particular, it allows us to mimic
the dynamics of both point diffusion and invasion percolation
as end members: pp,min ≈ 0 corresponds to the case when
viscous forces dominate over capillary forces giving rise to a
point-diffusion process [9,41]. pp,min = 1 corresponds to the
opposite case giving rise to invasion percolation [40]. Indeed,
the viscosity of the internal fluids of the reservoir and the
poromechanics of the specific geological setting can give rise
to these two conceptually opposed behaviors of fluid invasion:

(1) When viscous forces dominate and the medium is
poroelastic, the stimulated reservoir can be modeled by
Darcy’s law within a homogeneous medium [42], rendering
a point-diffusion process where the propagation of the in-
vading fluid depends on the metric distance from injection.
Darcy’s law describes empirically the fluid propagation within
a porous medium. According to Darcy’s law, the average flux
of the invading fluid, �φα , is then given by

�φα = −kr,α

ηα

�∇pp,α, (5)

where kr,α is the effective permeability for the invading fluid
α in the porous medium, ηα is its viscosity, and �∇pp,α is the
pressure gradient. The actual pore-pressure profile depends
on geomechanical factors such as the poroelasticity of the
medium. The selected exponential pore-pressure profile is a
conceptual simplification. Our findings are not specific to this

choice and are robust against more complex, yet still smooth,
profiles expected in poroelastic reservoirs [9]. A linearly de-
caying profile as well as an inverse profile as a function of
distance were tested as extreme cases and led to indistinguish-
able results.

(2) When capillarity dominates or when brittle porome-
chanics are considered—meaning that a pressure gradient is
needed to unclog the pores and access new regions of the
reservoir in a brittle process [40]—the effect of viscous forces
is negligible, and the stimulated reservoir is better modeled by
invasion-percolation models [43], where the fluid explores a
lattice of interconnected channels representing the host porous
medium. In this case, the propagation of the invading fluid
does not depend on the distance to the source and is entirely
determined by the heterogeneity of the host porous medium,
rendering fractal structures.

Both conceptual approaches might be valid in some spe-
cific situations; yet our proposed unified model captures both
situations as end members, thus allowing a more general de-
scription.

B. Stick-slip microseismic model

Microseismic events are simulated through a spring-block
model considering only shear stick-slip processes; that is,
tensile opening mechanisms are omitted [44]. The failure
condition in Eq. (3) is simplified as stick-slip dynamics

τs,i � si − pp,i, (6)

where τs,i is the local principal stress at site i normalized
by the friction and si := τc,r/μr + p0,r accounts for the joint
contribution of the cohesive force, the confinement pres-
sure, and friction. On failure, all the local stress is released
(�τs,i = τs,i) and distributed equally to the nearest neighbors.
Since max(pp) = 1, si values must be bounded to be above
a value smin > 1 to guarantee stable jamming in the stick-slip
dynamics. In this case, we choose the si values to be station-
ary in time, spatially uncorrelated, and uniformly distributed
between smin and smax determining the stress level and the
heterogeneity of the frictional medium. In general terms, a
tectonically active zone will be closer to failure than an in-
active one, and the stress levels due to external driving (τs,i)
will be, on average, closer to si (low smin and smax). In contrast,
high smax values will denote low stress levels or regions with
low residual stress from none to low natural tectonic activity.
Thus smin and smax determine the range of the strength field
and are the other key parameters in our model in addition to
pp,min.

C. Simulation details

The results presented below are for the case of a constant
quasistatic injection of fluid α at a point inside an open reser-
voir, originally saturated with fluid β, as typically encountered
in not only stimulated geothermal systems but also similar HF
operations. Local shear stresses τs,i only change by slip or
site interactions, neglecting slow tectonic loading. Fractures
initiate at the onset of an instability [see Eq. (6)] caused
exclusively by wet mechanisms (pp evolution) and propagate
by transfer of τs,i, while the pp profile is kept stationary.
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In summary, our model has four associated fields: the
resistance-to-flow field ν, the pore-pressure field pp, the stress
field τs, and a strength field s. The resistance-to-flow field and
the strength field are stationary over time and take random
values as explained below. The other two fields change dy-
namically with the following simulation procedure:

(i) Simulations are initialized by assigning resistance-to-
flow values from the uniform distribution νi, j ∈ [0, 1) to
bonds adjacent to the injection site which define the fluid
interface. We assign si ∈ [smin, smax) and initial τs,i ∈ [0, 1)
to the source. We allow the simulation to run without
size restriction—corresponding to an open reservoir with no
boundaries or size limit—and the three uncorrelated fields are
generated on the fly to speed up the simulation.

(ii) At each injection time step, fluid flows through the
highest pp,i − pp, j + νi, j of all i, j pairs along the fluid in-
terface, following the nonhomogeneous percolation problem
described above with nontrapping rules [45]. If this increases
the maximal path length lM , we update the pore-pressure field,
increasing the pressure at all stimulated sites. The pp, j values
are assigned according to the path length from the origin
l j following relation (4). Nonstimulated sites remain at an
arbitrary pressure value pp, j = 0.

(iii) At each injection time step, we check for sites satisfy-
ing the failure condition (6). If the newly invaded site does not
increase lM , only that site needs to be checked. Otherwise, all
invaded sites need to be checked. Upon failure, we distribute a
fixed fraction of τs,i equally among the four neighboring sites
j and set τs,i = 0, such that the conservative case corresponds
to the fixed fraction being 1. Within the same injection step,
all neighboring sites j are checked for failure, and stress is
redistributed. We simultaneously check the failure condition
for all neighbors of those failed neighbors before redistribut-
ing the stress again. This process is repeated until no more
sites satisfy the failure condition. The spatial location and
characteristics are recorded. In the instance where multiple
sites satisfy the initial failure condition due to an increase in
pressure, the site with the greatest τs,i + pp,i − si slips and
propagates the stress, and the failure condition is rechecked
for the rest of the candidates afterwards.

(iv) Once no more slips occur and no more stress needs to
be redistributed, we resume injection and return to step (ii).

Simulations are performed on a 2D square lattice with
nearest-neighbor interactions for both fracture and fluid prop-
agation. The size of the lattice is dynamically allocated with
the propagation of the fluid and fractures. The simulation
results presented here reach sizes of around 30 000 000 stim-
ulated sites and lattices up to 50 000 000 (≈7000 × 7000)
sites such that a maximum of N = 106 fracture events are
recorded. To conclude, the three relevant parameters are as
follows: pp,min determines the minimum pore pressure at in-
vaded sites, while smin and smax determine the range of the
strength field. We select smin = 1.3 and pp,min = 0.3 while
varying smax between 1.4 and 2.3. Yet other parameter values
have been studied as well showing that our findings are robust.

III. RESULTS

We distinguish three metrics to define the size of the frac-
ture. The fracture area A is measured as the number of unique

FIG. 2. (a) Scatterplot of fracture area A against total slips S for
pmin = 0.3, smin = 1.3, and smax = 1.4. The solid red curve shows the
moving average 〈A〉(S). (b) Density ρ of single-slip events (S = A)
matching the dashed line in (a), as a function of S. (c) Exponent ξ (S)
estimated from a linear fit in moving intervals.

sites that slip within the same fracture. The seismic moment
M0 of the events is usually assumed to be proportional to the
total number of individual slips S. Potency P0 is claimed to
effectively relate field data with models [46] and is assumed to
be proportional to the total stress released (� = ∑

i∈event τs,i).
On average, S ∝ � in our model, consistent with a constant
shear modulus μ and indicating that the micromechanics are
similar for all events. Similarly, fracture area and moment
are expected to be related on average such that 〈A〉(S) ∼ Sξ

[47]. Models with short-range interactions exhibit a transition
between ξ = 2/3 and ξ = 1 for small events, imposing a
characteristic scale on the size relation. Figure 2(a) illustrates
this effect in our model in a scatterplot of A versus S. The
exponent transition is smooth as in related models [39] ex-
tending significantly beyond the range where events with S =
A are observed [see Fig. 2(b)]. Previous studies related such a
smooth transition to evolving heterogeneities [48], which are
introduced in our model by the pore-pressure profile. We find
that the scaling relations between A, S, and � are invariant
with respect to variations in the simulation parameters within
the ranges explored in this paper and with respect to relevant
subpopulations of events (not shown).

Despite the characteristic scale in the relation A(S), the
event size distributions for all three metrics are compatible
with power laws and consistent with the above scaling rela-
tions between them. The distribution of �, shown in Fig. 3
for different smax, has been fitted to P(�) ∼ �−γ using a
maximum-likelihood approach [49]. The estimated exponent
γ̂ (smax) changes from high values [γI = 2.6(3) for smax =
2.3] to a lower value γII = 1.27(5) for smax � 2.2.

Rather than a true variation in γ (smax), the behavior is
a consequence of the superposition of two populations with
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FIG. 3. Distributions of � for different smax values. Each catalog
contains n = 5 × 105 events.

high (γI) and low (γII) exponents:

P(�|smax) = xI(smax)PI (�|smax) + xII(smax)PII(�|smax), (7)

where xII and xI = 1 − xII are the fraction of events, dependent
on smax. This superposition gives rise to an “effective” expo-
nent γ (smax). A separation between the two populations can
be obtained by thresholding pp at the fracture initiation site.
Figure 4(a) shows an example for smax = 2.0 by separating
the events initiated at sites i with pp,i higher and lower than a
pressure threshold pth = 0.7. Figure 4(b) maps the location of
the two populations of fractures, simplified here in elliptical
shapes accounting for their size, anisotropy, and orientation.
Due to the point diffusion imposed by the pressure profiles,
the separation can be reinterpreted in terms of the metric dis-
tance from the injection site. Population II is initiated inside a
highly stressed area close to the injection site. Events I occur
far from the injection site where both pp and stress levels are
low; that is, pth increases with smax. Figure 4(c) displays the
exponents of both populations for different values of smax.
Events generated at pp > pth can be classified as II with
γII ∼ 1.27, while events with pp < pth make up population I
with γI ∼ 2.6. The effective exponent of P(�|smax) undergoes
a sharp transition between these regimes at smax = 2.2. Lower
event numbers as typically encountered in field data lead to a
more gradual effective transition, as shown, for example, by
the results for N = 105 (green dashed curve).

To investigate the differences between the two populations
further, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the cumulative num-
ber of events and slips for both populations. While the total
number of events, and their proportion xII, is proportional to
the injected volume, only in the case of population I is this
proportionality preserved in the cumulative number of slips,
denoting a stationary distribution of magnitudes. In contrast,
population II exhibits a quadratic increase with injected vol-
ume. We attribute the difference in the scaling relations to the

FIG. 4. (a) Slip distribution of fractures for smax = 2.0 of all data
(black), first 10% of events (green), and events initiating with high
pressure pp,i above (red) and below (blue) pth = 0.7. (b) Spatial
contour lines of the percolated area (pp,r = pmin = 0.3, solid curve)
and for pth = 0.7 (dashed curve) after 104 injection steps. Fracture
areas of the last 100 events are represented as ellipses and classified
as I (blue) and II (red) from their corresponding pp,i. (c) Estimated
exponents γ̂ for populations I (blue) and II (red) and total population
(black solid curve) at different smax for N = 106 and the first N = 105

events (green dashed curve). Values γI ∼ 2.6 and γII ∼ 1.27 are
shown as black dashed lines.

fact that the finite extension of the stimulated reservoir affects
the two populations differently. Since γI > 2, the mean stress
released by population I does not significantly depend on the
stimulated area. Conversely, since γII < 2, the opposite is true
for population II. Indeed, PII(�) exhibits an exponential cutoff
at a characteristic �c (Fig. 3). Specifically, above a minimum
value �m,

PII(�; γII,�c,�m)d� = �−γII exp(−�/�c)

�
1−γII
c 

(
1 − γII,

�m
�c

)d�, (8)

where  is the upper incomplete gamma function. We esti-
mate the cutoff values using maximum likelihood based on
Eq. (8) over events larger than �m = 103 by imposing γII =
1.27. Note that the range of � > �m = 103 excludes popu-
lation I for all explored values of smax and N . The estimation
of the cutoff for � reveals a power-law dependence on the
injection volume V :

�c = λ�V η� . (9)

The estimated values of the scalar term λ� and the exponent
η� using a regression approach [λ̂�(smax), η̂�(smax)] are given
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FIG. 5. Cumulative number of events and cumulative total slip
for populations I and II, respectively, as a function of injected volume
for a single simulation run with smax = 2.0 (top) and smax = 2.2
(bottom). Specifically, Ncum ∝ V and

∑
SII ∝ V 2 with horizontal

offsets depending on smax. When separating events into populations I
and II, events initiating within pth ± 0.1pth were removed for visual
clarity.

in Fig. 6. The estimated values λ̂�(smax) tend to decrease
with smax, while η̂�(smax) is largely independent of smax and
fluctuates around η� ∼ 1.5. As Fig. 6 shows, we obtain qual-
itatively similar results if the analysis is performed in terms
of A (with Am = 103), and we find ηA ∼ 0.9. Note that the
ratio ηA ∼ 0.64η�, which is consistent with the value ξ ≈ 2/3
found for large values in Fig. 2.

Finally, Eq. (8) together with Eq. (9) and γII = 1.27
allows us to estimate xII(smax) in Eq. (7) from the ra-
tio P(�)/PII[�; γ̂II, λ̂�(smax)V η̂�(smax ),�m] within the interval
�m < � < �c. As Fig. 7 shows, the fraction xII decreases
with smax and appears to be stationary in time although the ac-
celerated drop at smax = 2.2, matching the transition in Fig. 3,
might get sharper for longer times, i.e., larger stimulated ar-
eas. Notice that xII(smax) largely coincides with the ratio Ni/N ,
where Ni is the number of events satisfying pi > pth, used in
Fig. 4.

While we presented results for fixed smin and pp,min, we
found that the reported phenomenology is qualitatively robust
over a wide range of smin and pp,min, including arbitrarily close
to pp,min = 0. Only close to the percolation limit (pp,min =
1) does the behavior change fundamentally [40]. Including
dissipation led to a decrease in �c but did not affect the
scaling. Together, these observations imply a certain degree
of universality from the fluid regime, where viscous forces
dominate, to intermediate regimes, where capillary forces
become comparable to viscous forces. The value of γII =
1.27(5) is compatible with the critical flow regime of the same
stick-slip geomechanical model [Eq. (6)] under shear stress
driving (see Fig. 8), which is thought to represent tectonic

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Variations in the cutoff of population II as parametrized
by Eq. (9): Estimated values of (a) λ and (b) η for stress release (pur-
ple dots) and areas (green triangles), respectively, i.e., �c = λ�V η�

and Ac = λAV ηA . The cutoff in the released stress by population II
scales with exponent η� = 1.4(1), while the one for the area scales
with exponent ηA = 0.9(1).

seismicity [44]. Yet, under such homogeneous driving the
stick-slip model cannot reproduce events I in the steady-state
regime. This strongly suggests that the evolving hetero-
geneities, here generated by the propagating front and
pore-pressure profile, are necessary for the stationary coex-
istence of the two populations. Specifically, in our model,
events II occur inside a region where the critical flow regime
of the stick-slip model is reached due to high pp. In contrast,
population I consists of events generated at lower stress levels.
Simulations at low smax are from the beginning closer to
criticality than higher smax simulations that need larger in-
jection volumes to stimulate population II. This also explains
why population I is not likely to be observed in tectonic set-
tings, where the initial loading is high. Moreover, numerical

FIG. 7. Estimated fraction xII (smax) for different N using Eqs. (7)
and (8) and by thresholding pp,i > pth for N = 4 × 105.
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FIG. 8. Rescaled distribution of event sizes measured with frac-
ture area A and number of slips S for different lattice sizes subject
to uniform tectonic loading. Note that the rescaled distributions of
both A and S have been shifted down for better readability. The
exponent γ ≈ 1.15 is compatible with γII of population II in our
fluid-driven model. Measured event sizes are still within the propor-
tionality regime observed in Fig. 2(a). Note that locally, and under
quasistatic driving, fracture propagation only depends on the internal
state of the reservoir. Given the similarity in critical exponents, dry
critical fractures initiated under homogeneous shear stress driving
seem to be indistinguishable from wet critical population II fractures
in our model.

simulations confirmed that if the medium is already critically
preloaded through tectonic driving, then fluid stimulation will
lead to events II but with a stationary size distribution with
γII, where �c is set by the overall system size. This is in-
distinguishable from events due to tectonic driving (Fig. 8)
obtained from the same stick-slip model at pp,i = 0 with a
constant shear stress driving dτs,i/dt .

IV. DISCUSSION

The conversion of critical exponents in geomechanical
variables to b values for moment magnitudes m remains an
open question. The Hanks-Kanamori relationship established
for large earthquakes, m = 2

3 log10 M0 + C [50], provides a
rough approximation though it is problematic for microseis-
micity [51,52]. It implies a moment-magnitude scaling N ∼
M

− 2
3 b

0 . In our simulations, the number of events with stress
released greater than � is N ∼ �−(γ−1). Assuming that the
shear modulus μ is constant, M0 = μP0 ∼ � [48], and equat-
ing the two expressions for N yields b = 3

2 (γ − 1). This rough
approximation gives bII = 0.41 ± 0.08 and bI = 2.4 ± 0.5.
However, if we assume a correspondence between model sim-
ulations of tectonic driving and natural settings, the exponent
match in simulations between population II and tectonic driv-
ing suggests that bII should be closer to 1. Our results agree
qualitatively with the observed range of b and its dependence
on stress or depth [53] but currently cannot provide an exact
estimation of b based on γ .

Despite this, based on the behavior of our model as cap-
tured by Eqs. (7)–(9), we can develop a general methodology

FIG. 9. Expected stress release of maximum event �max (straight
lines) using fitted values η̂, λ̂�, γ̂I, γ̂II, and x̂II compared with records
of direct numerical simulations (steps) as a function of injected
volume V (or time) for smax = 2.2 (yellow), smax = 1.4 (orange), and
uniform tectonic loading (green).

to quantify the seismic hazard of strong events in differ-
ent standard ways using theoretical and numerical forecasts.
The increase in the expected maximum or record event size
as a function of injected volume has been proposed as an
effective measurement for traffic-light systems in industrial
operations [8]. Figure 9 shows three different scenarios in our
model, each of which can be mapped to one of the paradigms
(paradigms A–C) presented in the introduction. Given a sta-
tionary cumulative size distribution F (�), records increase
with the total number of events N0 as N0P(�)[F (�)]N0−1. For
a pure power-law distribution with exponent γ and consider-
ing N0 ∝ V (e.g., Figs. 5 and 10), which applies to A-type and
C-type hazard models, this gives

�max ∼ V
1

γ−1 . (10)

FIG. 10. Top: Expected (red) and directly observed (black) cu-
mulative number of events above different thresholds �0 for smax =
2.2 as a function of injected volume V . Note that higher thresholds
are reached at later times. Bottom: Probability of observing the first
event above �0 [i.e., N (� � �0) = 1 in top panel] before injecting
V estimated based on our model (red curves) and a forecast with
constant dN�0/dV extrapolated from population I (brown curves)
for comparison, both for smax = 2.2. Colored areas highlight the
difference between both estimates.
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This behavior is found in situations dominated by population
I, with exponent γI (blue line in Fig. 9), and in critically loaded
settings with γII (green dashed line). In the former case, phys-
ical constrains that could potentially lead to cutoffs are not
observed because extremely large events are rare due to the
large exponent, γI > 2. Therefore A-type hazard models are
adequate to capture situations in our model of fluid-induced
seismicity when population I dominates. In contrast, when
population II dominates, corresponding to low smax or long
injection times, large events are common and constrained by
�c, which increases with V according to Eq. (9) with η ∼ 3/2
(red line) corresponding to paradigm B and consistent with
Ref. [41]. Stationary distributions fulfilling Eq. (10) with ex-
ponent values γII < 2 are only observable if the magnitude is
unconstrained. This happens in critically prestressed regions
in our model of fluid-induced seismicity representing tectonic
settings, as considered in paradigm C.

The seismic hazard can also be quantified by the (expected)
number of events (N>�0 ) with � > �0, as a function of in-
jected volume (see Fig. 10). Inspired by the proportionality
between N�0 and V found in models within paradigm A and
early field studies, Ref. [32] developed the concept of the
seismogenic index � in detail. Following (2), the seismo-
genic index is a single parameter able to characterize the
seismic risk above any magnitude threshold m0. Considering
GR statistics,

� := log10 N>m0 − log10 V + b(m0 − mc). (11)

In our units, we find that the condition N>�0 ∝ V is valid for
any �0 as long as V is sufficiently large, ensuring �c(V ) >

�0 [Eq. (9)], but not at shorter stimulation times where
�c(V ) ≈ �0. This is a consequence of the nonstationary size
distribution of population II. At any injection volume, some
size range exhibits a nonstatic dN�0/dV , e.g., for �0 = 104

in Fig. 10, consistent with paradigm B. This is not the case
in critically loaded settings (paradigm C) and for relatively
low stress levels and low injection volumes, also known as
population I (paradigm A), both of which have stationary
size distributions and dN�0/dV ≡ const (Fig. 5). Indeed,
paradigm B is, in part, inspired by an underestimation of
the true seismic hazard when dN�0/dV is extrapolated from
the seismogenic indexes and distributions at low injection
volumes. In particular, this observation led to the introduction
of dependencies of the magnitude distribution on the injected
volume, hypothesized to be caused by the finite size of the
stimulated area [34,35]. In our model, this dependence is
observed as well in low-stress regions after persistent fluid
injection for large �0, as highlighted in the bottom panel
of Fig. 10. In that case, population II localizes close to the
injection source, supporting the ideas presented in Ref. [34].

The transition in the statistics of large events from population
I to population II could explain as well the temporal decrease
in b reported in fluid-induced episodes of seismicity [54,55].
If the applicability of our model can be directly established—
potentially with the help of laboratory experiments and/or
measurements of the local stress field and the heterogeneity
of the medium—the existence of and competition between
these two populations provides a direct improvement of cur-
rent hazard assessment techniques. Specifically, one could
take advantage of the maximum-likelihood estimation of the
parameters defining (7)–(9) or adapted techniques.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, our conceptual model can reproduce the
main observed features of fluid-induced seismicity with re-
spect to the GR distribution and the associated seismic hazard.
In particular, it suggests that the observed range of b values—
where Eq. (1) is typically seen as a trademark of criticality
[56–58], since the magnitude is a logarithmic measure of the
released seismic energy [59]—arise from a crossover phe-
nomenon, and it provides a clear interpretation of the different
proposed paradigms in both micromechanical and statistical
hazard modeling. The model offers a dynamical explanation
of the variations in b rooted in the underlying interactions
involving fractures and fluid dynamics, in contrast to other ex-
planations such as mechanical layering [27,60], fractal elastic
properties [61], or finite size effects [35]. Moreover, both field
[22,24] and laboratory [62–64] observations suggest that the
diversity and variability in b values might be related to the
interplay between the stress levels and the heterogeneity in
si, though this feature has not been reproduced by any valid
model study up to now. Finally, the existence of populations
with different GR characteristics is reminiscent of seismicity
associated with volcanic activity, where a temporal switching
between b values has been observed and fluids are likely to
play an important role as well [65]. Investigating this connec-
tion further remains an interesting challenge for the future.

Field data were not created for this research. All mentioned
field data supporting the conclusions can be obtained from
the references. All details of the conceptual model—including
the relevant algorithms and how the model simulations were
performed—can be obtained from this paper.
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